Centre for Language Education Research (CLER) Seminars Spring 2016

20 April     Marta Dick-Bursztyn, University of Rzeszów
Grammatical information in learner-oriented dictionaries: a Polish user’s perspective
1-2, Coach House, Hillary Place

27 April     Chris Hall, University of York St John
From monolithic accuracy to plurilithic usage: Reconceptualizing grammar for English teacher education
1-2, Coach House, Hillary Place

4 May        Elaine Lopez, University of Leeds
Measuring lexical knowledge in L2 academic writing
1-2, Coach House, Hillary Place

11 May       Emilee Moore, Visiting Research Fellow, Beatríu de Pinós program
Translanguaging in and around out-of-school literacy programmes
1-2, Coach House, Hillary Place

18 May       Heather Marsden, University of York
Bringing insights from theoretical linguistics into the language classroom
1-2, EC Stoner 8.94